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Multifunctional Wireless Charger Mcdodo CH-1610

Multifunctional Wireless Charger Mcdodo CH-1610.
The Mcdodo multi-functional  charger  will  not  only  renew your  smartphone's  power,  but  also  serve as  a  night  light  and alarm clock!  It
offers charging with a maximum power of up to 15 watts. The lamp emits a soft, warm light that will make your evening book reading
more enjoyable. The clock with alarm clock function will allow you to start your day quickly, and the practical stand will make it easier for
you to use your phone. Its operation will not be a problem for you, and thanks to its portable, foldable design it will not take up much
space.
 
Wireless charging
From now on, charging your smartphone won't take much time! The charger offers charging with 7.5 watts of power for iPhones and 10
watts for Samsung phones. It supports fast charging with up to 15 watts for other devices! In addition, you can position your smartphone
in any position. Vertically or maybe horizontally? The Mcdodo charger automatically detects your device, regardless of its orientation. 
 
More than a charger
The CH-1610 impresses with its multifunctionality. The base of the charger will successfully serve you as a night light, providing gentle
illumination,  for  example,  while  reading  a  book  in  the  evening.  Its  operation  is  child's  play  -  just  touch  it  to  turn  the  light  on  or  off.
However, that's not all! The accessory will also work great as an alarm clock. Set the alarm, and you will be woken up in the morning by a
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gently flickering light and sound. Want to prolong your sleep a bit? Touch the base of the charger and the alarm clock will go into snooze
mode for 10 minutes.
 
With attention to detail
The charger  was  created with  attention  to  the  smallest  details.  It  features  a  small  LED display  that  not  only  acts  as  a  clock,  but  also
informs about the alarm clock set or the charging process. What's more, the built-in sensor will automatically adjust the brightness of the
display to the prevailing lighting conditions in the room. Anti-slip pads provide the necessary stability, and thanks to the foldable design,
you can take the charger with you wherever you want.
 
	Manufacturer.
	Mcdodo
	Model
	CH-1610
	Color
	White
	Charging power
	15 W / 10 W / 7.5 W / 5 W
	Input current
	5V/2A, 9V/2A
	Weight
	232 g
	Dimensions
	149 x 132 x 33 mm

Price:

Before: € 49.9995

Now: € 47.50
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